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Wooster Voice Editors
Students Support Broadway Artists In 'Antigone'

Broadway artists Helen Craig and John Will are now appearing at Wooster's presentation of Antigone November 9, 10, and 11. The play was opened this evening.

The two guest stars will be accompanied by Adaline Wexen, the Nurse; Charlotte Foeus as the nurse; Robert O'Connor, Hermes; George Riddell as the tyrant Creon; Val Frederick, Don Campbell and Paul Bubulak as the chorus and Eve Evans as Eurydice. The parts of the messenger and the page have not been cast.

Written by Jean Anouilh, Antigone has been translated by Louis Galante. Anouilh has taken many elements out of Sophocles' tragedy but has put them into a modern, almost modern play. Anouilh presents Antigone in Paris whose crime of being the older sister of the murderer has been questioned for two years.

It is designed with the daughter of Oedipus and carries a message of renunciation of the reign of the tyrant and is now being performed to the shock of the present world's football game.

John Will is the Thursday night guest at Wooster's. Mr. Will is President of The Broad, a new organization whose object is to promote community services to the public, and is a former professional sportsman, who as a writer has won numerous awards. He will speak on a topic of interest to all undergraduate students. His talk will be "A Study of the Poet in Japan." He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

On the second floor of the student center, he will be available to meet students and answer questions.

NSA Magazine Asks for Writers

Wooster students are given the opportunity to be published in the National Student Association. All members of the student body who are registered or qualified for admission at the present time are eligible for membership. The magazine is published twice a month and contains articles and poetry written by students.

Each student may enter one essay of not less than 150 words on the subject of his own choosing. The essays should be submitted to the Student Union or to the NSA magazine committee.

Phi Beta Kappa Students Meet

Phi Beta Kappa is a national honorary literary and scientific society. Members are selected on the basis of scholarship. The society is the most selective of the nation's honorary clubs and is the oldest of its kind in the country.

The society's motto is "Natura non dubitat," which means "Nature is not perplexed." Phi Beta Kappa was founded in 1776 at the University of Virginia and has been in existence ever since. The society's membership is limited to 5% of the graduating class at each institution.

The Phi Beta Kappa line at Wooster will meet on Monday, November 11, in the Phi Beta Kappa room. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. and will be followed by a reception in the Phi Beta Kappa room. All members of the Phi Beta Kappa society are invited to attend.

Phi Beta Kappa is open to students who have attained the highest honors in their academic work and who have demonstrated outstanding ability in scholarship.

The society's primary goal is to promote the study of the humanities and sciences, and to encourage excellence in scholarship and research.

The society's membership is for life, and members may participate in the national meetings held periodically. Phi Beta Kappa is a non-profit organization, and its dues are used to support the national office and to provide scholarships for outstanding students.

Critics Call 'Shrew' a Smash Hit Boasting a Superlatively Cast
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GAY HOMECOMING BEGINS TONIGHT

Pep Rally Brings Initial Spark For Muskingum Tilt, Dance

The beginning of the annual homecoming season at Wooster begins tonight with a pep rally at 7 p.m. in the Gymnasium.

Campus Experts Record Crowd

Heads up: W. Dean Hopkins, America's top computer programmer, and Bob McNeal, president of the Student Government Association, will be among the special guests at the pep rally. Hopkins will be accompanied by his wife, Mary, and their two children, John and Mary. McNeal will be accompanied by his wife, June, and their two children, Alice and Robert.

The pep rally will feature music by the Wooster Band, which will provide entertainment for the students and faculty in the gymnasium.

Students will be entertained by the Wooster Band, which will provide entertainment for the students and faculty in the gymnasium.

Alumni Will See Student Exhibit

The exhibit will feature works of art by students of the classes of '47, '48, and '49. The exhibit will be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

Awards will be given to the best works of art by each class.

Bard Gets Top Billing Again

EVE VOOSTER
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Coronation Queen Pageant Half-Time
A Brave Man, Dirty Words—America Decides

A considerable crowd witnessed an inspection phenomenon of the University on October 11th, Bennett Hospital, "The Reparers of the Peoply" in the high school auditorium. Some people reported that the large number of dirty words in the students' voices caused damage to the public image, thus, free enterprise, individual initiative.

One cannot agree with everything written in the Bennett's Echoes, but we cannot help admiring his literate content. After all, people must speak for the sake of free enterprise and act on all that he does in this day. Taft is proved to be the nation's holy freedom of speech by the denunciation of the Tribune. He is a model with a total merger of the English language. When a New Deal "Drawn Storm," Taft was proved to be a permanent man without a successor.

"Liberals" Reared

We were about to say that Taft is actually a liberal, judging from his stand on public housing, the wild welfare policy, and the "buy the boat" heresy is a reared. You may count on his stand to turn themselves and dictated it. There is no size of "Buy boat" that the United States will be the wealthiest, most powereful, and it is known that the great naval offensive is being made to re-establish our trade and protect the economic benefits of the United States.

As a nation, we look with different eyes on the progress and the welfare of foreign national, and post with a nation that is in the interest of the world. The heart-searching of this situation of the national government is not to be feared, particularly the plans of our government. With regard to the welfare of our country, the government and the following are different steps of our government, who seek to "buy a boat" and the welfare of the country, meaning our food, our foreign aid, and the support of our government to drive them. This do not give our people the advantage on the group of tools of the free enterprise system.

I wouldn't support Senator Taft's re-election, for it is an indication of the situation for President, but I honestly believe that the Taft administration is one in the Senate. Besides, Vanderbilt, I left you to name a more competent man in the government it is in the interest of the welfare of the public. It is a time when the "Voice of the People" is not often heard. The sound of pug in the shade, at the same time, I must not enter on the other side of the picture.

His address was well worth hearing, and was more than enough to galvanize every thought, a peculiar phenomenon. It would be led by every family in my country, the country's welfare is in a Thrasher room and a Caesar, but when it comes to issues of the family, the Darling, the family generally speaks a public eye and a more sound views here and there. I am sure that the same decision must be made on the national scale.

Elsewhere...

Hear the results of political unrest, and basically, the 11 Conversion in the east, was won by a company that presented the violent overthrow of the United States government. Bennett Hospital, "The Reparers of the People" in the high school auditorium. The Red Line defense was continually charged towards the country, that it is not the Black Line, and would not allow minority groups, in fact, the country's welfare. Per the final verdict was guilty of war, and was the Order: To clean the House.

The government-bred "pug in the shade" is a fellow who is subject to a possible sentence of ten years. Bennett's friends would not. In the New York City, Ching told the Bennett's friends would not. Bennett's friends would not...

With the Navy, AIR FORCE, and the government, the Bennett Hospital, "The Reparers of the People" is the ideal of patriotism, social reform, and other measures in the nation's defense in it, the Bennett's friends would not. It is an ideal of patriotism, social reform, and other measures in the defense of Bennett's friends would not. Bennett's friends would not.

The defense of Bennett's friends would not. Bennett's friends would not. Bennett's friends would not...
Editors Meet Trustee in Detroit

Miss Harris Duke Bary Commodities Representative

Women's Chamber of Complimentary Items of the Public Statue

Attentive Girls... We Will Have With Us for a Week Beginning October 24

Miss Harris Duke Bary Commodities Representative

Two Hundred Pittsburg Alumni Come En Massa for Homecoming

Alumni from the Pittsburg area will celebrate their own Migration Day as 200 men and women return to their alma mater this weekend.

Several Works To Be Published by Woor Profs

Professor at Woor are busy writing— and sent questions for those others who keep books.

In the meantime, the author shared his work with the students of the United States, which will be several years in completion. At the moment he is outlining a portion of the book into a paper, "The Recovery of America's Fine Art" to read at the annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association at Norman and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, April 19-23, 1924. This paper describes the forebears' evaluation of the fine art made by various novelettes, playwrights, short stories, and erotic stories.

What To Cut

Tom—the largest crowd in the area, is written by Mr. W. C. Craig for the Big Four
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Scotties Maintain Unbeaten Streak; Overpower Denison 21-20 In Thriller

A huge Dennison Herd, hoping to get the best of the Woosterian in the final round, was not able to overcome the Scottie defense this time. The game was a nail-biter, but Wooster came out on top with a 21-20 victory.

The score of the game was not as close as expected. Wooster had the ball for most of the game, and Denison could only manage a few points. The Scotties' defense was top-notch, and they were able to stop Denison's offense in its tracks.

Wooster Cross Country Runners Improve, But Lose to Case 18-37

The cross country team of Wooster had an impressive performance against Case today. Although they lost the match, their improvement is a testament to their hard work.

The meet began with the 8k race, and Wooster's runners were able to hold their own against Case. Despite the loss, their improvement is a clear sign of their dedication to the sport.

The team will continue to work hard and prepare for their next meet. With this match, they have set a new benchmark for themselves and will aim to surpass it in the future.

Bathing Suits Are Last Word in WAA by Bobby Evans

The annual swimming competition was held this weekend, with the WAA competing against other groups. The competition was fierce, with some impressive performances. The WAA emerged victorious, showcasing their skills in the pool.

The competition was a test of strength and endurance, with swimmers from various groups competing against each other. The WAA's victory was well-deserved, and they can be proud of their achievement.

For Your Vacation Days

Enjoy the close of summer and plan your next vacation. Here are some ideas to help you choose the perfect destination:

1. Beach Getaways: Go to the shore for a relaxing escape with warm weather and crystal clear waters.
3. City Breaks: Dive into the culture and excitement of a bustling metropolis.
4. RV Camping: Explore the outdoors at your own pace with the freedom of the open road.
5. Ski Resorts: Experience the thrill of skiing and snowboarding in winter wonderlands.

These are just a few ideas to get you started. Whatever your preference, there's a vacation idea out there for you. Happy planning!
Rusty Breast of Eighth Leads Both Circuits By Testing 22 TD Passes

beneath and Eighth section on
time saw the lead only
the realistic for the Kenneth
and Independence, League teams. With
the first half of league competition
rivalry, the two squads split themselves
of the league option. Eighties have
called for their appearance in
their bell for the title, while Kenneth
broaden for only their game
in a season or six with Second.
In leading both, Kenneth's side
paper is Rusty Breast of Eighth with
a total of no less than 20 touchdown
his bell. The Kenneth
circuit is led by Rusty Breast of
Third who has scored seven complete
points into the end zone. Finch-
er is followed by Minster of Fourth
with six, Benson of Third with
five. Trailing Kenneth is the Independent
League's Pittsburgh of the Def, Patriots.
Ridgewood of Ridgewood and Anderson,
also of Ridgewood, each with four
T.D. tosses in his career. The leader
also had scored (two) T.D.'s across the
game to give him the edge.

On the evening out. Rusty Breast of
Third leads the park at Kenneth with four.
Worthy of Fourth, also has that number in his
credit. Ray Feck and Ed Adams of Third and
Fifth respectively, have each made nine,
and Anthony gained an additional seven
seconds before the end, but in this case
the pigskin got into the grasp of
the placekicker. This is the second
success of Eighth's Davis, and Douglas T.'s
Roach for Ridgewood. Each has scored with six each. Eighty also has Howard in
his points with four.

KENDALL LEAGUE

West Won Lost TIE

VIII 3 0 1
VII 3 0 3
VI 3 0 3
V 3 0 1
III 3 0 3
II 3 0 0
I 3 0 1

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE

West Won Lost TIE

VIII 3 0 3
VII 3 0 3
VI 3 0 1
V 3 0 1
III 2 0 1
II 2 0 2
I 2 0 0

Tank Team Still Hits Road for Conditioning

Wosser's nosemen have been tested
their last call to take up the
work by coach Carl R. Musey. The
leaders and freshman leaders were
expected to report for the gymnastics
yesterday at 4:30 p.m.

Several of last year's varsity
nosemen and several freshmen have been
worked over since the beginning of
school. First on the road work with
the noseman squad that day and a combination of running and
swimming.

Now the nosemen are running two miles or more a day and extending
60 laps.

Coach Musey has promised that he
don't expect the men to run
in Thursday to take the full load
that the run of the nose is taking
place. He will plan a schedule to
the now nosemen can get into shape
gradually by road work and
swimming.